ABOUT CANOPY BY HILTON

Located in the most desirable neighborhoods around the world, Canopy by Hilton delivers elevated, boutique hotel experiences that celebrate the best of the neighborhood. Inviting, sophisticated design, crafted touchpoints and bespoke food + drink deliver a locally-inspired, high-end welcoming stay. Each hotel is designed as a natural extension of its neighborhood and provides a place to relax and recharge with friendly, facilitating service, sophisticatedly comfortable spaces, thoughtfully local design all within an energizing atmosphere.

CANOPY BY HILTON HIGHLIGHTS

CHAMPION OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD
Canopy provides guests with an authentically local experience through its connection to the art, culture and fabric of the city. Hotel Team Members are available to connect guests to the best of the neighborhood and are always happy to schedule a city tour or suggest a hidden gem to explore. Guests can grab a complimentary Canopy Bike and explore what the city has to offer.

SOPHISTICATED COMFORT
Canopy’s guest rooms feature award-winning design and curated choices to meet guest needs, whether traveling for business or leisure with friends and family, solo or with your pet. Each room is thoughtfully designed for intuitive comfort, with exclusive bedding created just for Canopy, including the brand’s signature canopy frame, as well as a mattress outfitted with support and temperature control. The rooms also include a generous bathroom with a large walk-in shower, open closets and other amenities, like Canopy slipper socks and Nespresso machines.

BESPOKE FOOD + DRINK
Canopy offers guests an authentic dining experience, as each hotel draws menu inspiration from the neighborhood culture that make both guests and locals feel at home. The brand’s offerings include an artisanal breakfast with craft coffee, as well as evening tastings that feature local beer, wine and signature cocktails developed by the hotel’s expert mixologists. From rooftop bars to trendy restaurants, Canopy embraces the neighborhood and spotlights the local cuisines of each hotel’s surrounding area.

LOCALLY-INSPIRED DESIGN
Each Canopy hotel has one-of-a-kind design features, incorporating local materials, art and craftsmanship to create an authentic space. The hub of each hotel, known as Canopy Central, has an abundance of natural lighting, making it feel like an extension of the neighborhood.

CONSCIOUS EXTRAS
Each Canopy offers thoughtful and sustainable amenities that reflect guest’s everyday lives. Complimentary bikes, oversized fitness centers, filtered water stations, responsibly sourced keys and bath products and the Paws in the Neighborhood program for pets are all part of the Canopy experience.

OUR NEIGHBORHOODS

WHERE YOU CAN VISIT US NOW:
○ Atlanta, GA
○ Austin, TX
○ Baltimore, MD
○ Bethesda, MD
○ Boston, MA
○ Cancun, Mexico
○ Charlotte, NC
○ Chengdu, China
○ Chicago, IL
○ Columbus, OH
○ Dallas, TX
○ Dubai, United Arab Emirates
○ Frisco, TX
○ Grand Rapids, MI
○ Hangzhou, China
○ Ithaca, NY
○ Jersey City, NJ
○ London, England
○ Madrid, Spain
○ Memphis, TN
○ Minneapolis, MN
○ New Orleans, LA
○ Paris, France
○ Philadelphia, PA
○ Portland, ME
○ Portland, OR
○ Reykjavik, Iceland
○ San Antonio, TX
○ San Francisco, CA
○ São Paulo, Brazil
○ Scottsdale, AZ
○ Tempe, AZ
○ Toronto, Canada
○ Washington, DC
○ West Palm Beach, FL
○ Zagreb, Croatia

WHERE YOU CAN VISIT US IN THE FUTURE:
○ Bangkok, Thailand
○ Bomonti, Turkey
○ Bordeaux, France
○ Cannes, France
○ Cape Town, South Africa
○ Casablanca, Morocco
○ Clayton, MO
○ Istanbul, Turkey
○ Kansas City, MO
○ Lisbon, Portugal
○ Nashville, TN
○ Osaka, Japan
○ Seychelles
○ Sioux Falls, SD
○ Tangier Bay, Morocco
○ Tbilisi, Georgia
Canopy by Hilton guests can enjoy the benefits of Hilton Honors, the award-winning guest loyalty program for Hilton's distinct hotel brands. Members will have access to benefits such as Digital Key, flexible payment options using Points, exclusive member discounts and free Wi-Fi.